
STATEMENT REGARDING CHARGE OF GIVING AWAY SOAP (DHO number uncertain) 
AND REQUEST FOR GOOD FAITH FACE TO FACE INFORMAL RESOLUTION SESSION

In the Incident Report, made at 12:30 PM on 9-28-2012, Lt. J. Sieja claims that he made security 
rounds after "numerous reports from inmates at the noon meal were that there was an inmate 
posting lettings (sic) and notes up in the shower and the bathroom in their unit and that it was 
creating some tension because inmates  are  not  allowed to post anything in  the units  for the 
inmate population." 

I respectfully request the names of all  such inmates.   If no such names are provided, then I 
respectfully  request  that  these  allegations  be  withdrawn.   If  inmates  are  complaining  about 
tension, in the chow hall or nearby, then it should not be difficult to get their names.  I have not 
heard one single complaint from inmates about my behavior, and I have had many compliments.  
Having compliments from some inmates for good deeds, of course, constitutes no defense.  But 
if any part of the alleged offense is "tension" that I have caused, some inmates should testify to 
the existence of that tension.  

Indeed this charge brings to mind the words of Jesus in St. John 10:32 where he said "I have 
shown you many great miracles from the Father.  For which of these do you stone me?" (NIV) 
The Jews responded that "We are not stoning you for any of these...but for blasphemy, because 
you, a mere man, claim to be God." (NIV)  

I object to the unsupported claim that "Inmates  are not allowed to post letters  or statements 
anywhere in the unit due to the potential for group demonstrations or disturbances."  Should this 
be construed as accusation or testimony?  If this is a rule, Lt. Sieja or some other person should 
be able to cite specifically to the rule.  I am entitled to notice of the alleged violation of a specific 
prohibition at the beginning of the disciplinary process.  Otherwise, it  would appear that the 
accusation against me, and the potential punishment, arises from a good deed only, and not from 
a violation of any specific rule. 

I object to mixing the accusation or indictment together with evidence.  Accusations should be 
made separately from testimony.  Testimony should be clearly identified and made under penalty 
of perjury.

Lt. Sieja complains about the content of Stilley's "letters" making "offensive comments" about 
FCC Forrest City blowing chances as far as soap related issues are concerned.  I respectfully 
request to see the evidence that that multiple letters were posted on the date and at the time 
claimed by Lt. Sieja.  I ask that I be permitted to see these letters in advance and to get copies of  
them.

Furthermore, the BOP generally and the administration of this prison has been grossly negligent 
with respect to personal hygiene.  They are in no position to complain, since they have provided 
no common soap, no soap dispensers, and no hand or face dryers. I respectfully request the right 
to buy liquid soap dispensers and hand dryers on EBay, at inmate expense, and install them.  I  
simply ask that inmates be afforded meaningful opportunities to earn their own money for such 
things.  
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This prison recently quit issuing shaving cream.  The identical shaving cream is now sold on 
commissary.  Since the prison can remove a "free" item and charge inmates money for it, why 
can't I peacefully request that another item be purchased with the honest labor of inmates?  Why 
can't we earn the money with which to buy our own plain liquid hand soap and stock it in the  
bathrooms?  What logical reason obligates the taxpayers to pay for such items?

Clearly,  the  shaving  cream  switch-up  creates  an  opportunity  for  profits  that  the  BOP  then 
controls or uses for itself.  If the lack of profit opportunities is the problem, please tell me how 
much money the BOP wants in exchange for the right of inmates to work at meaningful tasks 
and buy their own soap?  This is not a rhetorical question.  If the BOP will name a price, they 
might well be able to secure an agreement.  I at least want to know how much the BOP thinks it  
is worth, to allow us to honestly earn money and pay for our own plain liquid soap and hand  
dryers.  I see no reason that we should not be allowed to install and stock hand lotion dispensers 
as well, especially in winter when skin dryness results in cracking, which opens a pathway for 
disease.

This is a health issue.  This prison has had serious outbreaks of drug resistant staph, squandering 
hundreds  of  thousands  if  not  millions  of  taxpayer  dollars.   We  should  be  allowed,  even 
encouraged, to keep our hands clean, dry, and reasonably free from chapping and cracking.  The 
taxpayers expect competent corrections.  That includes ensuring that inmates have good hygiene 
and health habits.

Lt. Sieja claims that "Stilley's posted letters encourage inmates to give all their soap to him so he 
could reissue it out on an as needed basis.  This is a violation of bureau policy an inmate should 
not give another inmate anything of value as this creates problems within the inmate population."

What policy?  He does not identify specifically the policy to which he refers.  In the criminal law 
a charged party is entitled to a bill of particulars, where the charges are not clear.  I respectfully 
request that Lt. Sieja be compelled to identify specifically the BOP policy to which he refers. 

Lt. Sieja routinely disregards well established written policy.  I hereby submit and incorporate as 
if set forth word for word, my claim for informal resolution of claims arising out of or during a  
recent hunger strike that I engaged in.  Since Lt. Sieja routinely disregards undeniable,  plain 
language BOP policies, he is in no position to complain about theoretical bureau policies that he 
cannot identify. 

Lt. Sieja's next to last sentence states:  "Due to inmates reporting this in such a manner they did 
and inmate Stilley not having authorization to post any such letters or documentation in the unit 
his actions display possible disruptive conduct within his unit and within the institution."(sic) 

If the inmates are really reporting this, I am entitled to their names, and a reasonable description 
of the "manner" that was so problematic.  I challenge this statement and demand strict proof.  I  
have not heard the slightest  indication to the effect that any of my actions "display possible 
disruptive conduct" anywhere. 
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Lastly,  Lt. Sieja claims that Stilley is currently "unassigned."  I just finished "team," and my 
team  paperwork  lists  me  as  a  "PM  Correctional  Services  Orderly"  and  says  that  I  have 
continuously held this position since 10-12-2011, although the documentation is confusing if not 
contradictory.  If Lt. Sieja relied upon anything that I said in forming his mistaken conclusion 
with respect to my status on 9-28-2012, I respectfully request that he state specifically what was 
said,  how it  was  said,  and  when.   I'm  certainly  willing  to  apologize  for  any  erroneous  or 
misleading statements.  I'm equally willing to forgive the unintentional false statements of others, 
upon reasonable request.

I respectfully request that my supervisor as a "PM Correctional Services Orderly" be called as a 
witness, unless my accuser concedes that his allegation is in error.  Unless my duly authorized 
supervisor testifies that my acts were ultra vires and unauthorized, or that I was not employed at 
the time, this shot should be summarily dismissed.

I've already been to the DHO for one hearing, at which I lost 27 days of good time.  I was told by 
Ms. Ward that I could present any evidence that I wished to present, to Regional, on the appeal 
of the disciplinary findings and sanctions.  This appeal would of course have to take place after 
written findings are served upon me.

However, I know from my efforts as a "learned fellow" helping other inmates that Regional will 
tell  appealing inmates that they only have one page to present their entire appeal.  This is a 
virtual denial of the right to appeal.  Even the simplest appeal will often call for more than one 
page of verbiage.  This renders the offer of the right to present any evidence I wish to present a  
hollow and meaningless promise. 

Inmates are getting shafted from both ends.  During the DHO proceeding the inmate is hurried 
through and denied access to the evidence.  He is promised his "day in court" on appeal.  The 
appeal  is  a  mockery  of  due  process.   The  inmate  is  burdened  with  the  duty  of  ensuring 
DELIVERY of the appeal by a date certain.  Regional can simply claim that the package didn't 
arrive in time, and the inmate has little recourse.  How does an inmate prove that the package 
arrived on time?  Even if delivery confirmation or certified mail is used, how does the inmate 
prove that the package contained all the necessary documents, or event that it contained any of 
such documents?  

If honesty and justice is any part of the goals of the Department of Justice-Federal Bureau of 
Prisons, (DOJ-BOP) the entire process should be handled electronically.  There is no reason that 
pleadings  could  not  be  typed  on  WordPerfect,  generated  to  PDF,  and  filed  electronically. 
Federal courts rely almost solely on electronic filings.  Documents could also be scanned and 
attached as PDF's, where appropriate. 

Who takes the inmate's appeal?  It's the DOJ-BOP.  Who takes the mail from the DOJ-BOP?  It 
is the US Postal Service, a quasi-governmental entity.  Yet the inmate is forced to take the word 
of an official, who may not even testify to the facts under oath, with respect to when a document 
was received.  Inmates are often desperately poor.  A certified mail package may easily cost a 
month's pay.   Even then Regional can simply claim that the package didn't contain what the 
inmate claims it contains. 
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These games with the lives and liberty of inmates must stop.  Until a reliable electronic system is 
operational, every prison should accept and verify the technical correctness of appeals of any 
administrative process whatsoever.  Technical failures or shortcomings should be specifically 
identified, and the inmate should be given a reasonable time to cure the identified defects.  When 
a technically correct appeal is ready for filing, the entire appeal can be imaged, stored, and sent, 
as appropriate.  Also, hard copy original of appeal documents could be aggregated and sent by 
the prison on a weekly or semi-weekly basis.  The appeal documents of multiple appeals could 
be packed in a single package, thus reducing time and expense. 

Presently, the only accuser and the only source of testimony is Lt. Sieja.  I have strong indicia 
that Lt. Sieja stole my notes documenting events of the first two weeks of the hunger strike. 
Someone stole the notes, and three separate video cameras, at minimum, recorded the comings 
and goings  of  the  thief.   The  DOJ-BOP disregards  inmate  testimony,  and  credits  employee 
testimony, on the theory that the employee has a duty to tell the truth. 

When that theory breaks down, the DOJ-BOP has no right to continue to credit the testimony of 
that employee AS TO ANY CASE, PAST OR PRESENT!  If a DOJ-BOP employee is shown to 
be dishonest, then the DOJ-BOP should not credit their testimony over that of an inmate.  The 
DOJ-BOP should not even credit their testimony in the absence of contrary testimony.

On the basis of all these facts, Stilley should 1) be accorded a full investigation of ALL his  
allegations against Lt. Sieja, and 2) be given all the information and testimony that he requests, 
including the names of purported witnesses.  Then and only then will this charge be ripe for 
administrative adjudication. 

I claim all procedural rights unless specifically waived in writing.  I have not received any "shot" 
subsequent to the original delivery of the shot on 9-28-2012.  I have demanded a full set of all 
documents related to this charge, from my counselor Ms. Boston, without success.  If any further 
action on this "shot" has occurred, I respectfully request and demand documentation of it.  I will 
consider waiver of procedural flaws not affecting my substantial rights upon request.  I do not 
concede  any  action,  ordinarily  subject  to  documentation,  with  respect  to  which  I  have  not 
received documentation.

I respectfully claim clarification of all prohibitions fixed against me.  In making this claim I 
would direct the BOP's attention to the standards fixed by the American Correctional Association 
for the promulgation of rules for prison inmates.  The BOP is not at liberty to impose rules that  
are not reasonably necessary for the attainment of legitimate correctional objectives.
)
)
/s/ Oscar Stilley                   11-1-2012
Oscar Stilley                         Date
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